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Bleacher Report (activities):  
Sports:  Track and Wrestling 
Clubs:  Above and Beyond, AV, NHS, FBLA 
Outside of School: Volunteer at Youth Wrestling 
Thunder Role:  
“Good role models help improve society as a whole. Not only do you yourself contribute to its 
betterment, but also the people looking up to you.” 
Topic Thunder: 
“Your actions can have far reaching implications. Not only do you compromise your future through 
use of these products (alcohol and tobacco and drugs), but also promote these activities (especially if 
you are role model or athlete), leading more people to participate in them.” 
Scouting Report (quotes from teachers):   
“Bryce is the epitome of what a good student looks like. He is always willing to volunteer and help 
out when others go the other direction. Bryce leads by example, works hard on everything he does 
and is just an all-around awesome student! Way to go Bryce” – Mrs. Steinke 
“Even though he has already achieved a lot, Bryce continues to put in the work and strive for 
excellence in the classroom. I appreciate that he is always pushing himself to be better and to gain 
knowledge.” – Mr. Stoik 
“Bryce is always a student I can count on to show genuine curiosity and creativity in the classroom. 
He takes what he learns and applies it almost immediately, which results in HUGE progress in the 
long-term. I appreciate his check-ins and kind words; I'm going to miss him so much next year!” – 
Mrs. Velasquez 
“Bryce is such a pillar of the OFSD community! He is not only kind and considerate to all, he also is 
one of the most hardworking students I have ever had the pleasure to teach. Anything Bryce decides 
to do, he will excel!” – Mrs. Lane – Neddermeyer 
“Bryce is one of the most inquisitive students I have met, and he demonstrates what learning is all 
about. He takes constructive criticism well and truly learns from his mistakes. Bryce makes it easy to 
be his teacher.” – Mrs. Beasley 
Fan Deck (quotes from peers):  
“He works super hard in class and isn't afraid to ask questions in front of the whole class for 
clarification which helps out everyone.” 
“Bryce has the work ethic that everyone strives to have!” 
“Bryce is enthusiastic, encouraging, and driven.” 
“I often feel like he goes unrecognized for how great he is. He is such a nice guy and so helpful.” 
“Bryce, is always so patient helping me figuring out questions in class I don't understand.” 
“Bryce is the perfect example of a good person. He is helpful, and kind, I don't think I've ever heard 
him complain once.” 
Hometown Hero:   
“Joseph Phillips takes pride in helping us become the best versions of ourselves and spends 
countless hours of his time to do so.” 

The Above and Beyond ‘Thunder Clap’ 

Recognition for the Week of February 6th: 

Bryce Armstrong Baglien 

Hometown Pride: 
“I am proud to be part of the OF 

community because of the opportunities 

it provides. We are presented with 

countless opportunities to improve not 

only ourselves, but also those around 

us. There are also a multitude of people 

willing to aid us in our endeavors, 

yearning to make a great community 

greater.” 


